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Development of a Deep Silicon Phase Fresnel Lens
Using Gray-Scale Lithography and Deep
Reactive Ion Etching
Brian Morgan, Christopher M. Waits, Student Member, IEEE, John Krizmanic, and Reza Ghodssi, Member, IEEE

Abstract—We report the first fabrication and development
of a deep phase Fresnel lens (PFL) in silicon through the use of
gray-scale lithography and deep-reactive ion etching (DRIE).
A Gaussian tail approximation is introduced as a method of
predicting the height of photoresist gray levels given the relative
amount of transmitted light through a gray-scale optical mask.
Device mask design is accomplished through command-line
scripting in a CAD tool to precisely define the millions of pixels
required to generate the appropriate profile in photoresist. Etch
selectivity during DRIE pattern transfer is accurately controlled
to produce the desired scaling factor between the photoreist
and silicon profiles. As a demonstration of this technology, a
into silicon with each
1.6-mm diameter PFL is etched 43
grating profile designed to focus 8.4 keV photons a distance of 118
m.
[1128]

m

Index Terms—Deep-reactive ion etching (DRIE), gray-scale
lithography, phase Fresnel lens (PFL), three-dimensional (3-D)
structures.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

UFFICIENTLY good angular resolution of a telescope
translates into the capability to resolve the fine structure
of an astronomical object and to separate multiple objects
from each other. However, the angular resolution of X-ray and
gamma-ray telescopes have suffered from the difficulty in constructing concentrating optics due to the inherent nature of this
high-energy radiation. In fact, the best angular resolution in the
100–1000 keV range offered by current imaging instruments
(INTEGRAL, angular resolution of 12 arcminutes [1]) leads to
a resolving power of approximately half the angular size of a
full moon (31 arcminutes).
Recently, Skinner proposed a Fresnel lens-based system
for astronomical observations at hard X-ray and gamma-ray
energies [2], [3]. This system would have the highest diffraction-limited angular resolution of any wavelength band,
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Fig. 1.

(a) FZP. (b) PZP or “binary” lens. (c) PFL.

resulting in a greater than
improvement over current
gamma-ray imaging systems. The sensitivity of the proposed
system would also be tremendous compared to typical background-limited gamma-ray instruments, resulting in a
improvement. (Improvements based upon comparison of a 5-m
Fresnel lens-based system to that of INTEGRAL [3].) The
main drawback will be the inherently long focal length, on the
, requiring that the lens and detector be located
order of
on separate spacecraft and aligned appropriately. (A detailed
mission study [4] indicated that given current propulsion
technology, a large focal length should not be prohibitive.)
The proposed Fresnel lens-based system has the potential
to image previously unattainable events such as black hole
event horizons, line emission from supernovae, and galactic
microquasars.
A Fresnel zone plate (FZP) [Fig. 1(a)] is a small grating that
will diffract incident radiation toward its focus. As the off-axis
(radial) distance is increased, higher deflection angles are required and thus the width of each diffraction grating becomes
smaller. Yet an FZP is limited to an efficiency of only 10.1%
because the alternating opaque zones block half of the incident radiation and not all of the energy is transferred to the
primary focus, some unfocused energy passes to higher order
foci. The Phase Zone Plate (PZP), or “binary” lens [Fig. 1(b)],
is an improvement on the FZP design since a phase shift of
is selectively introduced by replacing the opaque zones with
slightly thicker regions of the lensing material, raising the theoretical efficiency limit to 40.4%. Ideally, the induced phase
change within each zone should be a continuous function of radius, which leads to the cuneiform, or phase Fresnel lens (PFL)
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[Fig. 1(c)]. Thus, in a PFL, all of the incident power should be
directed into the primary focus, resulting in a theoretical efficiency limit of 100%.
To first demonstrate the superior imaging properties of a PFL,
a number of scaled down lenses must be developed for ground
testing at lower energies, such as X-rays. Due to the inherently
long focal length of PFLs at X-ray energies, a ground test lens of
must have outer grating widths
appreciable diameter
on the order of tens of micrometers so the focal length will
.
fit inside a testing setup of reasonable dimensions
Fortunately, silicon is an excellent choice for the lens material
because it has low absorption properties at energies between
1 keV (soft X-rays) and 100 keV (soft gamma-rays). Thus by
choosing silicon as the lens material, we may take advantage of
the plethora of technologies available and under development in
the area of micro-fabrication. Gray-scale technology is capable
of fabricating three–dimensional (3-D) structures on the necessary scale without alignment—a critical aspect for lens applications where misalignment between gratings will reduce lens
performance. Additionally, since our target depths are beyond
the normal limits of standard reactive ion etching (RIE) or ion
milling, deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) can be used as the
method of transferring the photoresist structure into the silicon.
Recently, the use of DRIE to transfer 3-D photoresist structures was briefly demonstrated and patented [5], but its use has
been avoided in many applications due to the scalloping effect
from standard Bosch processing [6]. However, since the index
of refraction of silicon at X-ray energies is close to that of a
vacuum, extreme roughness tolerances are not necessary. Furthermore, test lenses should be insensitive to small, localized
imperfections introduced during the fabrication process because
the image is formed from the integrated effect across the entire
device, making local imperfections less significant.
This paper describes the design and fabrication of a PFL to
be tested by NASA at the Marshall X-ray Calibration Facility
(XRCF) in Huntsville, AL. Tight process control enables a profile prediction method, while careful tuning of etch selectivity
produces the desired structure height in silicon.
II. BACKGROUND

Fig. 2. Optical mask design scheme using subresolution pixels. By calculating
the area of each pixel and the area of the pitch, the percent transmission through
the mask is estimated.

general principles [19]–[21]. By modulating the intensity of
light through a gray-scale optical mask, a positive photoresist
is partially exposed to different depths. After development, a
3-D profile made of “gray levels” will remain in the photoresist
corresponding to the intensity pattern generated on the optical
mask. The structure can then be etched anisotropically into
the silicon.
For this research, a projection lithography method was employed, as outlined by Waits et al. [18], which uses a set of
subresolution opaque pixels and a fixed center-to-center subresolution spacing, or “pitch” (see Fig. 2.) The intensity seen
on the photoresist surface is then proportional to the relative
amount of light blocked by the opaque pixel, or equivalently,
the percentage of light transmitted through the optical mask.
and the area of
By calculating the area of each pixel
the pitch
, we can estimate the percent transmission
as
through the mask

A. Silicon Lens Using Gray-Scale Technology
A range of microlens fabrication techniques have been
demonstrated over the past decade [7]–[9]. Specifically, binary
and stepped PFLs have been fabricated in silicon and other
materials by a number of groups [10]–[14]. X-ray Fresnel
lenses are probably the most commonly fabricated, yet the
dimensions of an astronomical ground test lens in silicon
are quite different than those currently used in most X-ray
applications [15]–[17]. First, grating widths may be up to 100
times larger than gratings used in other systems. Second, the
to
silicon ground test lens must be much deeper
achieve the appropriate phase shift through the silicon.
Gray-scale technology easily satisfies these requirements as
3-D structures with various dimensions are routinely created in a
single lithography step [18] and silicon etch depths greater than
are standard in most DRIE applications.
Gray-scale mask design and lithography can be approached
in a number of ways, however, all methods rely on the same

(1)
The partial transmission through the optical mask coupled with
time of exposure, time of development, and photoresist contrast,
will determine the final gray level height in photoresist.
B. Lens Design
The thickness
defined as [22]

of a PFL, as a function of radius

, is
(2)

where
is the thickness of material required to produce a
phase shift of , and is a function of focal length
and
, given by
target photon energy
(3)
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Fig. 3. The 4 phase depth shifts every other grating vertically. This
effectively doubles the width of each grating when fabricated in photoresist.

Since limitations are imposed by the mask fabrication system
and the chosen method of gray-scale patterning, gray-scale
lithography cannot presently guarantee a perfectly contoured
lens. Instead a step approximation to the ideal case must be
made. As intuition dictates, a larger number of gray levels
means a better step approximation to the desired profile,
resulting in a lens with higher efficiency. Studies have been
done regarding this improvement and a relation derived to
of a multilevel diffractive lens, given
predict the efficiency
of steps used [23]–[25]
the number
(4)
Therefore, using (4), a binary lens (2 steps) will have a maximum theoretical efficiency of 40.5%. If the number of steps is
merely increased to 8, for example, the maximum theoretical efficiency reaches 95.0%. Furthermore, PFLs are not required to
produce only a
phase shift. Equivalent lenses may be fabricated by increasing the phase depth to , , etc. [26]. If is
phase depths, (2) becomes
the number of
(5)
The main difference seen with a deeper phase depth is that
every other grating is shifted vertically by a
phase depth (see
Fig. 3). There are two drawbacks of using a deeper phase depth:
first, there will be an increase in absorption in the extra material beneath the alternating gratings. Second, since our gray
levels are now spread out over 2 phase depths, the number of
gray levels must double in order to maintain the same maximum theoretical efficiency. For our PFLs, these drawbacks are
minor since silicon was chosen for its low absorption and grayscale technology has many gray levels available. Additionally,
by moving to a deeper phase depth, the horizontal dimensions
of each grating in photoresist have effectively been doubled,
making them easier to achieve in photoresist on a consistent
basis.
III. EXPERIMENT
A. Lithography Calibration and Gaussian Approximation
Since gray-scale lithography relies on different light intensities exposing a photoresist to different depths, the photore-

Fig. 4. Gaussian tail approximation relating the normalized height in
photoresist to the calculated percentage of light transmitted through the optical
mask.

sist chosen should preferably be low contrast to maximize the
number of achievable gray levels. For this research, Clariant’s
AZ9245 positive photoresist was chosen for the lithography pro.
cessing, spun to a nominal thickness between 6 and 7
A gray-scale calibration mask was designed with a wide
range of pixels and pitches to experimentally investigate the
main characteristics of our lithography processing and to
obtain the best useable range of pixels. Photoresist height
measurements taken from the calibration mask were plotted
according to their corresponding percent transmission through
the optical mask. This data was then fit with a Gaussian curve.
and , we were able to predict
By defining two parameters,
the height in photoresist of future structures according to the
transmission through the optical mask
(6)
is the gray level height in photoresist and
is the
where
percent transmission through the mask defined in (1). Fig. 4
shows the Gaussian fit for five samples of AZ9245 photoresist
on the optical mask, where
and
for a pitch of 2.8
.
Depending on the photoresist and developer solution being
used, equivalent approximations may also be made in a slightly
simpler exponential form
(7)
Either approximation method could incorporate small offsets in
or for improved accuracy.
Equation (6) can be reversed to determine what percent transmission is necessary to produce a desired height

(8)
Using (1), we then obtain an equation that determines the opgiven the area of the pitch being used
timum pixel area
, the Gaussian parameters ( and ), and the desired
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Fig. 6.

Digital nature of gratings due to the pixilation method used.

, and the scaling factor
photoresist used
the etch selectivity during DRIE

introduced by

(10)

Fig. 5. (a) Initial sloped photoresist structure on silicon. (b) Sloped pattern
begins to transfer into the silicon with a selectivity of 4:1. (c) Final structure in
silicon retains lateral dimensions while vertical dimensions are amplified four
times by the etch selectivity.

Equation (10) then makes it possible to relate the desired structure height in silicon directly to the pixel size on the optical
mask.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

height in photoresist
, where
is determined by normalizing (5) to peak at the maximum gray level height

(9)

This Gaussian approximation method allowed for easy integration into C programming to precisely define the millions of
pixels required to produce our complex gray-scale structures.
Command-line scripting was then used to import our design into
a CAD layout tool.
B. Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE)
A Unaxis, Plasma-Therm 770 ICP etching system with Bosch
processing was used for DRIE. Since the vertical dimensions
of each structure are entirely dependent upon the selectivity of
silicon to photoresist during DRIE (see Fig. 5), precise control
of the etch selectivity is paramount to the success of gray-scale
technology.
Wedge structures on the calibration mask were etched to investigate the transfer of the gray levels into silicon. Process parameters adjusted while etching the wedges include: etch/pasflow,
sivation times, electrode power, chamber pressure,
flow. Etch recipes were then optimized to give the apand
propriate selectivity in order to achieve the necessary thickness
across each lens.
Once a set etch recipe had been established, (9) was modified
to include the desired height in silicon
, total thickness of

A. Final Device
A 1.64 mm diameter PFL composed of 10 individually profiled gratings and 32 gray levels has been designed and fabricated to demonstrate this technology. Since the lens was dephase depth in the silicon, 32 gray
signed to be etched to a
levels were selected to ensure there would be at least 16 gray
levels per phase depth. Thus, using (4), the maximum theoretical efficiency is sufficiently high at 98.7%. The focal length
was designed to be 118 m in order to fit reasonably in the test
was used on the
setup at Marshall’s XRCF. A pitch of 2.8
optical mask, determined by the resolution of our projection
lithography system. After 5 optical reduction, we obtained an
estimated horizontal resolution of
on the wafer. The
while the thinnest grating is 40
.
widest grating is 260
B. Lithography Results
Since all pixels were defined in an X-Y layout, there was a
digital nature to the profile as each grating curved through its
entire 360 . This digital nature of a single grating is shown in
Fig. 6, where each thin, jagged strip is a separate gray level with
a different height. Although the shift may seem quite dramatic
in a single gray level, the overall effect of these shifts is rela.
tively small in comparison to the entire grating width
After DRIE transfer, this digital nature is largely washed away
by the small amount of isotropic etching during each etch cycle.
However, as grating dimensions are reduced, the digital nature
will become a larger fraction of the grating width, possibly requiring a smaller pitch to be used on the optical mask for better
horizontal resolution.
Metrology measurements were also taken to confirm that
our photoresist grating profile was indeed the contour designed
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Fig. 7. Profile of the first grating of a photoresist PFL compared with the
designed case.

Fig. 8. Profile of the final two gratings of a photoresist PFL compared with
the designed case.

using our Gaussian approximation. Contact profilometry was
avoided since it can damage photoresist and is limited by the
, which in some cases would be
radius of the tip, often 1–2
larger than the photoresist gray level we wished to investigate.
Therefore, we elected to use an optical profiling system (Veeco,
Wyko NT1100) to investigate the success of our profiles.
Figs. 7 and 8 show the normalized designed photoresist profile
and the resulting measurements taken from one of our
photoresist samples. We attribute the scattering of data points
partially to our gray level step approximation and partially
to scattered reflected light from a thin (20 nm) gold coating
required by the optical profiler when measuring photoresist.
Both figures show excellent agreement between the desired
profile and photoresist samples. Similar results have been
achieved on a consistent basis.
C. DRIE Results
A multitude of lenses may be produced by etching the same
photoresist pattern with a different etch selectivity. The target
energy will change as the depth changes, but there is some flexibility as the lens could be used as a
or
lens depending
on the energy being considered. Also, since the lens will focus
a range of energies, deviations from the correct depth will result
in deviations from the peak performance energy. Concurrently,
changes in the focal length may occur as the lens is adapted for
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different applications. These points merely emphasize the importance of etch selectivity control to define all vertical dimensions.
The L_alpha line of a tungsten target is strongest at 8.4 keV
and was selected for the first demonstration of a PFL using
gray-scale technology and DRIE. At 8.4 keV, the phase depth
in silicon; so for a
phase depth, the final strucis 21.4
ture height of our silicon lens should be 42.8
. Using the fact
that the lens profile in photoresist was previously measured to
tall, we determined that an etch selectivity of silicon to
be 3
was necessary to obtain the designed strucphotoresist
ture height. This target selectivity is, significantly lower than
.
traditional DRIE selectivities
To accomplish such a unique etch, an extra step containing
and
was added to the standard Bosch cycle after
only
the usual passivation and etch steps. During this step, only the
photoresist is briefly etched while the silicon profile remains essentially unchanged. In this way, a small slice of the photoresist
is removed after each cycle and the pattern is transferred with a
significantly lower selectivity than would be produced by only
the usual etch steps. Presumably some vertical resolution is sacrificed by introducing this extra step during each cycle to lower
the selectivity, as some gray levels may be lost. However,
cycles were necessary to fully transfer this 3
photoresist patwill be contern, meaning only photoresist features
and . Assuming a
sumed during the step containing just
selectivity of 15:1, our vertical resolution in silicon was esti. The resultant silicon PFL is shown in
mated to be
Fig. 9.
Optical profilometry was used to verify our etch depth.
Fig. 10 shows a contour map of the innermost grating taken
with the WYKO system used earlier. (A gold coating not
required when measuring silicon.) We were able to define a
circle on this map and measure the height of our grating along
the circumference of this circle. The circumference measured
is illustrated on Fig. 10. The top of the lens was measured to be
(standard deviation
), less than 1% error
42.5
will
from our design. A lens with an average height of 42.5
exhibit peak efficiency at 8.33 keV rather than the designed 8.4
keV. The individual gray level roughness (RMS) was measured
. Nonuniformity and height errors can possibly
to be 0.4
be attributed to factors such as data leveling in the analysis
software, or photoresist and etch nonuniformity which have
previously been investigated [27].
D. Discussion
Gray-scale lithography suffers from the fact that processing
is heavily dependent on many factors. Some factors can be controlled, such as choosing a photoresist with the appropriate contrast or developer concentration. Yet, a large number of factors can only be controlled in a limited sense, such as projection lithography equipment parameters like resolution, or optical mask fabrication limitations. Process tolerances must also
be extremely tight in order to ensure reproducibility. All of these
factors make transferring a gray-scale process from one lab to
another extremely difficult, as each lab exhibits small changes
in environment and equipment, causing the gray-scale operating
range to change dramatically.
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Fig. 9. PFL consisting of 10 profiled gratings for X-ray diffraction, where each grating has a uniquely defined profile. The lens diameter is 1.6 mm and has been
etched 42.5  into the silicon.

m

Fig. 10. Contour map of first grating. Overlaid circle marks the area being
measured to obtain the vertical height of the lens.

The Gaussian approximation method developed and demonstrated above enables any user of gray-scale technology to experimentally investigate the properties of their individual lithography process. By using a calibration mask, a fixed lithography
process may be established that fits the user’s other requirements, such as photoresist contrast or sidewall profile. By then
employing the Gaussian approximation, a useable range of pixel
sizes can be identified and easily integrated into device design.
The Gaussian approximation is thereby a method of consolidating the many factors in a lithography process into a simple

model, making the understanding of each individual factor unnecessary. Processing changes may be quickly accounted for by
re-calibrating the approximation after, for example, changing
photoresists. As shown earlier in Figs. 7 and 8, the Gaussian
approximation performed quite well in our process conditions.
Although relatively unimportant in PFL design, gray-scale
lithography will exhibit some drawbacks when applied to other
MEMS areas. Since the method of design is a pixelated one,
there is a loss of resolution, which may or may not be acceptable in certain applications. Also, as structure sizes increase, optical mask layout files may approach 1 gigabyte in size, making
files cumbersome to work with and optical masks expensive to
fabricate. Photoresist sidewall profile and linewidth control may
also be sacrificed when working in a gray-scale regime where
the exposed photoresist is barely removed.
While DRIE transfer of gray-scale and planar structures
can be accomplished simultaneously, there is a tradeoff between etch characteristics that will have varying importance
depending on the application. Normally etch characteristics
are tailored to reach acceptable values by changing parameters
such as chamber pressure. However, in most applications
the selectivity must fall only within a small range, so resulting changes in selectivity are often ignored. When etching
gray-scale structures, etch selectivity determines the vertical
dimensions of each gray-scale structure, and therefore must
take precedence over all other etch characteristics, such as
sidewall profile or etch rate.
For applications such as the fabrication of the PFL presented
in this paper, ultra low selectivity may be required, which means
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MODULATING THE LENGTH OF THE O STEP
RESULTING ETCH SELECTIVITY
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AND THE

Fig. 11. Narrow gratings (<20 m) on test structures do not etch as deeply
as open areas and wide gratings.

drastic process changes and almost certainly changes in sidewall
step
profiles. One of the major advantages of using an extra
is that changing the duration of that step can modulate the sestep should only affect the
lectivity (see Table I). Since the
photoresist and not the silicon, sidewall profiles should remain
unchanged. In this way the usual Bosch steps may be adjusted
to give beneficial etch characteristics like vertical sidewalls and
step can be adjusted to comminimum roughness, while the
pensate for any resulting changes in etch selectivity.
A problem that has long plagued DRIE in many applications
is aspect ratio dependent etching (ARDE), where trenches of
different widths etch to different depths [28]. This can be seen
in Fig. 11 where the silicon between narrow gray-scale gratis not etched to the same depth as the open area
ings
and wider gratings. Gray-scale technology can provide a possible solution by incorporating a small offset when designing a
structure. Higher gray levels may be used at the bottom of the
wide gratings to locally increase the photoresist thickness. Accordingly, the silicon between the narrow gratings will begin
etching while the extra photoresist height is slowly removed between the wider ridges, essentially giving the narrow gratings
a head start. By carefully monitoring etch progress, the point
at which the wide gratings “catch” the narrow gratings can be
identified and the etch depth is no longer aspect ratio dependent.
This concept will be investigated as PFLs with larger diameters,
and more narrow gratings, are developed.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a method for precisely designing and fabricating arbitrary 3-D profiles in silicon. A simple Gaussian ap-

proximation was shown to provide accurate photoresist profile
prediction in a format that can be easily integrated into command-line scripting in a CAD tool. A 1.6-mm diameter PFL
was designed using this approximation method while balancing
process tolerances and design requirements. A DRIE etch selectivity of 15:1 was achieved through the introduction of an
and
, to the traditional
additional step, containing only
Bosch cycle. This low etch selectivity enabled the full transfer
of the photoresist PFL into silicon to achieve the appropriate
phase shift at each point on the lens. With a maximum theoretical efficiency of 98.7%, even with fabrication errors, such a
stepped PFL should exhibit a great increase in efficiency over
traditional binary Fresnel lenses (40.4%).
Ground testing will be coordinated at NASA Marshall XRCF
for all fabricated silicon PFLs. Each lens will be placed in a
quasiplanar X-ray beam line to image spot size and interference
patterns on a CCD camera, allowing performance parameters,
such as angular resolution, to be extracted.
While this paper has demonstrated gray-scale technology
using DRIE as a viable option for the fabrication of PFLs in
silicon, the methodology and design considerations presented
here can be applied to almost any other sloped silicon structures
containing arbitrary angles. Further characterization and development of this technology will enable more precise profiles to
be achieved for all applications, while working toward highly
efficient PFLs for ground testing by NASA.
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